
Directors Notes Mass Choir 

Hi, Everyone –  
So excited and honored to be directing you again this year! Blessings on your rehearsals! 

Debi Traeder 
traeders@charter.net 
715-551-0966 

 

Speak O Lord 

The slower speed of this piece makews it all the more beautiful. Depending on the group, we will try to  
do a slight ritard at meas. 6 and 28. We will definitely slow at meas. 48 – for the key change and the 
“triumphant” tempo change. Throughout the piece, upper notes are basically the frosting on the cake – let 
them middle notes carry the melody lines. Follow the LV indicators as written, as well as the dynamics, 
which is easy, because you can almost feel them as you play. The key to the ending is everyone being 
together as we mallet the A6 and C7 bells, so please watch for this.  

As an added note, we performed this piece at St. Peter with the adult choir – using the supplement hymn 
735 words. Verse 1 starts at meas. 7, verse 2 at meas. 29 and verse 3 at 49 – and it sounded great! Try it! 

O God Beyond All Praising 

Another slower paced piece. Please watch for the time signature changes that can surprise on occasion. 
Please follow the dynamics as written. To keep us all together on the 1/16 notes at meas, 61, I plan to stat 
the ritard there instead of meas. 63 as indicated.  Please watch during the last three measures to stay 
together. 

Angels From the Realms of Glory 

We were able to play this for Christmas Day with our choir at St. Peter and it was beautiful! Hope we 
have the brass, choir and timpani as part of the piece at festival along with organ or keyboard. The neat 
thing about this pieces is that even with all the added instruments and voices, the handbells are featured 
throughout. The beginning and again at meas. 74 with the martellato lift, it is important that we stay 
together to keep it clear. Remember that Stanza 3 is bells alone, so we need to stay together and resist the 
tendency to slow down. I would like to take one liberty on this piece – at meas. 94, I would like the bells 
to ring on beats 1 and 2 and then table damp on beat 3 all together. It sounds so cool to end together like 
this – Please watch me from meas. 91 on for the ritard and if needed, I will give each of the 1/8 notes in 
meas. 93 and the final thump at the end. 

Alleluia! Let Praises Ring (How Lovely Shines the Morning Star) 

The speed we take on this piece will depend on how well the entire group will be able to stay together on 
the 1/8 notes. Please watch the dynamics throughout. Watch for the ritard at meas. 53 and again at 58. As 
we get to the ending, please watch – I will give everyone direction on when to come in together for meas. 
85 to the end. 



Faith of Our Fathers 

The key to this piece is to maintain a steady speed throughout, observing the dynamics and the LV/R. 
Please be ready for the hold at meas. 75 and ready to jump right back to tempo in 76. We will slow at 
meas. 80 to the end, so please look up occasionally during this part…(lol) 

Abide With Me 

Our finale!  The biggest challenge for this piece is the almost constant time signature changes! (Or they 
seem like it!) We get to do a singing bell technique to start the piece. In order to make this work, we may 
have to experiment as a group a little with it. What I hope to do is have everyone in the bass clef  ring on 
beat 1 of meas. 1 and begin the technique from there. Upper notes, please note the dynamics. Together, 
we will slow for meas. 10 and from meas. 11 to 14 work on speeding up to almost double speed by meas. 
15. Upper notes, please remember that you are not the melody until about meas. 27.   

At meas. 30, we will crescendo  to the key change and ff at meas. 34. We will decrescendo at 37 to prep 
ourselves for the next crescendo at meas. 43. At meas. 46, we will slow just slightly – I am happy to beat 
out the notes for the group if needed to stay together, going back to tempo at 47 again.  At meas. 50, we 
will ritard and observe the fermata. I plan to let most of the sound diminish before continuing so that that 
ending can start very softly and a bit slower. Please watch, as I will maintain the tempo through meas. 54 
and immediately start speeding the tempo  at meas, 55 and 56, and slow again at 57-58.  I will indicate 
when to play at  meas. 58 so to observe the fermatas and to stay together. How we do the last 8 measures 
will just depend on how well we are able to stay together as a large group.  It is more important to remain 
together and finish well.  

 

Again, thank you for allowing me to be your director this year! 

Debi 


